Honors English I
The Lottery- Shirley Jackson
The Life You Save May Be Your Own- Flannery O’Connor
(These are short selections which can be obtained online.)
A
A

test will be given on the first Wednesday once students return in August.
“One Pager” is required to be submitted on both of the stories the first full day of
school in August. (Template Below)

Mrs. McAlister’s Assignment Sheet for One Pager Book Report
A one-pager is a written and graphic interpretation of what you have just read presented on a
single sheet of paper. This helps you visualize what you have read.
Guidelines:
 Use standard (8 ½ x 11) unlined paper (computer/printer paper)
 Fill the entire page.
 Written work must be in ink or typed
 Use markers/colored pencils for illustrations
 At least one graphic symbol which relates to the passages selected (hand/computer
illustration, magazine pictures or clip art style)
 One section must be a 1 paragraph summary of your entire book. Be concise.
 Include all of the following- you can arrange on the page any way you choose
* Title of Work and Author
* Three or more excerpts (quotations) from the reading (passages you
Like or think are especially important
* A personal response to each passage you selected. This can be an
interpretation/explanation of its significance. You can answer the question “Why
did I choose this excerpt?” or “Why is it significant to the literature?”
Review:
1. Unlined paper
2. The entire page needs to be illustrated. See this link for examples:
https://images.app.goo.gl/K7c5dx9rX3PUgtUm6
3. You may divide into as many sections as you’d like.
4. You must include at least three quotations
5. You must write a comment (a response) as to what the quotation is about.
6. You must have written somewhere on the paper the title and author
7. You must have at least one illustration
Questions:
1. Do you have to do this? Yes.
2. Can you put more than three quotations? Yes, see Review #4.
3. Can you draw the pictures? Yes.
4. Is there a written report? No.

5. Can I place the summary anywhere? Yes, it is your liberty to select your design.

